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CALL TO ORDER
The Chair, Senate President Lawrence, called the Council to order at 12:25 p.m. in the
Legislative Council Chamber.

ROLLCALL
Senators:

Senate President Lawrence, Sen. Pingree, Sen. Amero,
Sen. Rand,Sen. Bennett

Representatives:

Speaker Rowe, Rep. Saxl, Rep. Murphy,
Rep. Shiah, Rep. Campbell

Legislative Officers:

Joy O'Brien, Secretary of the Senate
Millicent MacFarland, Assistant Clerk of the House
Paul Mayotte, Director, Legislative
fuformation Services
David Boulter, Director, Office of Policy
and Legal Analysis
Margaret Matheson, Revisor of Statutes
Lynn Randall, State Law Librarian
Sally Tubbesing, Executive Director,
Legislative Council

OLD BUSINESS
Item #1: State House Renovations
Council members received a package of material containing information related to the
renovations that had been prepared in response to their questions the previous day.
Speaker Rowe asked Stan Fairservice, the Council's Owner's Representative for the
Construction, and Bruce Hilfrank, Senior Project Manager for Granger Northem, to
explain the difference between two figures included in the material, both labeled "cost
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beyond current funding" ($6,988,315 and $7,031,950). Mr. Fairservice responded that
the difference represented rounding: one figure was based on an estimated cost per
square foot and the other one a compilation of pricing estimates for specific
components of the work.
Motion: That the Legislative Council recommend to the Appropriations Committee
that $7 million be included in the budget to support completion of State House
renovations. (Motion by Speaker Rowe; second by Rep. Saxl; failed 4 - 3).
Motion: That this item be tabled (Motion by Speaker Rowe; second by Rep. Shiah;
approved).

Item #2: Migration Project

The Chair, Senate President Lawrence, recognized Paul Mayotte and asked him to
respond to the request that had been made at the Council meeting the previous day to
compare the approaches to chamber support that have been proposed by the
Intemational Roll Call Corporation (IRC) and by Compaq.

Mr. Mayotte distributed a chart that summarized the two approaches and stated that he
had reviewed the analysis briefly with the Clerk and Assistant Clerk. He noted that the
information describing the Compaq approach had been provided by Compaq and that
he and his staff had not had an opportunity to review these materials in detail yet.
Compaq's total proposed cost to implement the chamber support modules is $655,300,
and IRC's is $809,500. Senate President Lawrence asked whether these prices included
hardware, and Mr. Mayotte responded affirmatively.
Discussion

Senate President Lawrence stated that his charge to gather this information at the
previous day's meeting had been to the Secretary and Clerk and not Mr. Mayotte, and
Secretary of the Senate Joy O'Brien responded that she had not understood this. Clerk
Mayo stated that IRC had reduced its price based on the fact that it would no longer be
working as a subcontractor to KPMG. He went on to say that this is "an apples and
oranges comparison", since the Alabama Legislature is set up very differently from
Maine. Assistant Clerk MacFarland distributed materials and offered some specific
differences: 1) Maine has a joint committee process; 2) Maine's rules require
concurrence at each step of the process and papers move back and forth between the
two chambers many times; 3) Alabama does not have a daily Calendar as Maine does;
but simply publishes a list of bills that remain on the list until someone takes them up,
whereas Maine's Calendars have a structure; and 4) Alabama puts out very little on the
Intemet.
Ms. MacFarland noted that Alabama is very pleased with the system Compaq has
provided them, but stated that the cost of the system would have been higher if Compaq
had fully understood the scope of work. She concluded by saying that if Maine were
to move to a new vendor at this point to design/redesign the chamber support system, it
would clearly delay proceeding with improvements to the current system.
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Representative Murphy stated that the Council needed to get back to the central issue:
that is, that the project had started out as a redesign of the bill drafting system under the
oversight of Mr. Mayotte, the Council's fuformation Services Director, but did not
originally include chamber support. He asked Mr. Mayotte if there had ever been sideby-side demonstrations of alternative chamber support systems; and Mr. Mayotte
responded that there had not because he had proceeded on the assumption that the
Senate and House had already chosen a direction for chamber support. The Chair,
Senate President Lawrence, clarified that the Council has no authority to select
software for the chambers; and Representative Murphy countered that the Senate and
House needed the funds to support the work they hoped to do, yet had not provided
information to other Council members. Senate President Lawrence responded that a
variety of systems had been assessed over the past 3 years and that the Senate and
House had concluded that IRC was the most fiscally prudent choice for chamber
support.
Clerk Mayo reiterated that the Compaq and IRC systems are not comparable, noting
that Compaq has installed a system in one state at this point and that IRC has installed
chamber support systems in 27 states and has been in Maine for 34 years.
Representative Murphy again asserted that it is essential to either inform and empower
all of the Council members or to structure two separate budgets - one for the presiding
officers and one for those items under the Council's jurisdiction.
The Chair, Senate President Lawrence, stressed that Mr. Mayotte had always been very
helpful to the Senate and House, but that the Senate and House must be directly
involved and that the decision on what vendor to use lies with the Chambers. He
continued, stating that the Council is responsible for developing a budget that includes
all of the Legislature'S expenditures and presenting this to the Appropriations
Committee, noting that the Senate and House do participate in this process.
Representative Saxl noted that the presiding officers are elected by the entire body and
that their responsibilities go beyond partisan activities and include oversight and
administration of the entire body. He commended both Senate President Lawrence and
Speaker Rowe on carrying out their responsibilities in a very balanced way.
Senator Bennett acknowledged the presiding officers' authority to administer their
respective bodies, but stated that, from a budgeting point of view, the Council has a
responsibility for making responsible budget decisions, distinguishing this
responsibility from the administrative decisions required to manage the two chambers.
He then returned to the analyses that Mr. Mayotte and the Clerk's Office had
distributed, and asked for an explanation of the differences. Mr. Mayotte reviewed the
figures, noting that the difference was due to a $27,500 reduction in IRC's price
proposal, which had been offered in a letter dated March 31 (the date of this Council
meeting). Senator Bennett stated that the questions are how much work is going to be
done that goes beyond migration and what position the Council will take on laptops for
members. He expressed support for adopting the Compaq proposal, but added that he
wanted to try and reduce Compaq's price by more than the price of the laptops, noting
that $6.3 million was too high in his view.
The Chair, Senate President Lawrence, suggested that the Council authorize Mr.
Mayotte to negotiate on behalf of the Council up to a certain amount. Representative
Murphy stated that his concern was related to the structure of the Legislature'S
budgetary process and did not reflect on the presiding officers or on their authority to
spend money. He added that every expenditure of taxpayers' dollars should be based
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on a professional evaluation of products to ensure the best decision. Representative
Campbell followed up on this discussion, asking Mr. Mayotte how much of the
proposed $6.3 million is required for migration and how much is related to
improvements. Mr. Mayotte responded that the bill drafting system is the core of the
migration effort, that both the budget system and laptops represented improvements,
and that the chamber support component involves both. He added that the Compaq
solution provides more integration of the pieces and that its price includes all project
management.
Motion: That the Council allow Mr. Mayotte to negotiate up to a figure of $5,280,000,
exclusive of laptops, and including $777,000 for Chamber support and a reserve of
$250,000, for a total of $5,530,000, to support migration and related application
development. (Motion by Senator Bennett).
Discussion of the Motion:

• Representative Saxl asked Secretary O'Brien and Clerk Mayo if the reduction in the
IRC proposal amount that this motion includes would preclude a future legislature
from adding it back. Ms. O'Brien and Mr. Mayo replied that IRC's fee could change,
based on the market, and Mr. Mayotte added that the cost of deferring some work
could be subject to inflation.
• Speaker Rowe asked Senator Bennett the source of the figures in his motion (i.e., a
ceiling of $4.2 million for the Compaq component). Senator Bennett responded that
it was arbitrary and that his intent was to empower Mr. Mayotte to go out and
negotiate with Compaq.
• Representative Shiah stressed the importance of having a quality product that is a
good investment to future legislators.
• Representative Murphy asked Senator Bennett if his motion intended that IRC would
be in the chambers; and Senator Bennett responded that the intent of his motion was
to allocate a total of $777,000 for chamber support but not to identify a vendor.
Speaker Rowe stated that he had scrutinized IRC very closely during the past year
and that he had concluded that the IRC system works pretty well and that IRC is the
best vendor at this point: "doing anything else would set us way back." Senate
President Lawrence clarified that Mr. Mayotte is the Information Systems Officer for
the entire Legislature and that his role is to ensure an integrated approach. He
pointed out that the Migration Committee represents all legislative offices and that it
was designed to assure communication through the process.
The Motion presented earlier by Senator Bennett and seconded by Representative
Campbell was approved unanimously by those present 9 - O.

RECESS
Motion: That the Council recess. (Motion by Senator Bennett; second by Representative Shiah;
unanimous).

The Council recessed at 1:40 p.rn.
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RECONVENE
The Council reconvened at 2:25 p.rn. All 10 members of the Council were present.
Motion: That the Legislative Council recommend to the Appropriations Committee that $7
million be included in the budget to support completion of State House Renovations (Motion
by Speaker Rowe; second by Senator Rand; approved 6 - 4).

